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Impact Investing – a growing market

• 2000 – Social Investment Taskforce 
• 2001 – UnLtd 
• 2002 – Charity Bank, Venturesome, Bridges 
• 2004 – Futurebuilders, The CIC 
• 2007 – Social Finance 
• 2010 – Peterborough SIB 
• 2012 – Big Society Capital, 
• 2012 – Nesta Impact Investments 
• 2013 – What Works Centres 
• 2014 – Impact Ventures UK, Social Venture Fund, SSC

Charities getting 
access to capital 

Financing public 
services outsourced to 

social enterprises

Investing for improved 
outcomes

Evidence and impact measurement is central to this new focus on 
outcomes

Investing capital into social ventures for a financial as well as a social return

• 20 Funds now operating in the UK
• Big Society Capital has a total of £600m to grow the market
• ‘London poised to be  global financial centre for impact 

investing’

Investing capital into social ventures for a financial as well 
as a social return



Impact measurement – state of play

• 98% feel that standardized impact metrics are at least “somewhat important” to 
the development of the industry 

• 80% reported using metrics that align with IRIS or external standards.  
• The measurement of impact post-investment is viewed as essential by 51%, 

preferred by 24%, while 14% say they are indifferent and 11% prefer to avoid it 



The Standards of Evidence



How we are implementing the standards
Level 1: 
Each investee develops a theory of change before we make an investment 



What we’ve learnt

o Importance of flexibility 
o Capacity and knowledge of teams – crucial to 

have an impact lead 
oUsing impact measurement to avoid mission 

drift 
o Steps within standards of evidence – most 

investees carry out a few tests and trials 
before moving up a level 

o Different timelines around commercial 
progress and evaluation progress



What next
oWe are implementing 

learning into how we 
manage and report on 
impact 

o More discussion of on the 
ground practice 

o Hope this provides a good 
starting point for debate 
and discussion of how we 
implement impact 
measurement 

o Download the paper for 
detailed lessons and case 
studies 

www.nestainvestments.org.uk/publication
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OOMPH! WELLNESS  
Our impact story 
 
24 June 2015



What we do

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=y163Xg_d4mU&feature=youtu.be 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y163Xg_d4mU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y163Xg_d4mU&feature=youtu.be


How we do it
Sell licence package 

to Care groups
Train care home 

staff
Staff deliver in their home, 

with support

Report impact data to 
Care groups

LEARNING:  Evolve your model to allow you to be 
scalable, affordable & effective



The role of impact at Oomph!

Sales 
Clients value 

impact 
reporting

Impact

Training 
Trainees 

taught how to 
maximise 
impact in 

home

Account 
Mgmt. 

Collect data 
& report on 

impact

  Product 
dev. 

Use feedback to 
improve product 
to drive impact

PR / 
Marketing 
Stats and stories 
form basis of our 

approach

Finance 
Increasing 

revenue in line 
with increasing 

impact

LEARNING: Turn impact into a competitive 
advantage



What we collect



Our outputs – tracked across 
all homes

Number of Oomph! Classes Number of Residents

LEARNING: Collect data in a way that’s easy for 
your customers, even if it’s not the easiest for you



Our outcomes – breadth 
across all our homes

Oomph!’s Quality of Life outcomes

…of instructors said Oomph! has a significant or very significant impact 
on these quality of life factors

LEARNING: Ask the minimum amount you can, to 
get what you need



Our outcomes – depth via self-
report research projects 

Primary tool: Self-reported EQ-5D quality of life questionnaire 
Standardised, widely-used, can be used for cost-effectiveness analysis

Study 1: post-Oomph! over 
3 months (50 residents)

Study 2: pre/post study over 
3 months (46 residents)

Study 3: pre/post study over 6 months 
including cost-effectiveness analysis

+10% Change in 
quality of life

-3% +10%

• Data analysis and report by 
Health Economics team at UCL 

• To be published in summer

Weekly or more classes

Change in 
quality of life

Change in 
quality of life

Less than weekly or no 
classes

LEARNING: Large-scale studies have a long lead 
time, so start early



Our outcomes – depth via 
functional research studies

Physical and functional metrics

Wearable wrist-sensor 
6 residents over 1 month, 8 
sessions

+6.5%
Average 
increase 
every session 
in the 
workout 
intensity for 
a particular 
exercise

Hand grip strength dynamometer 
12 residents pre/post study over 3 
months

-6%
Change in grip strength

Weekly or more 
classes

Less thank weekly or 
no classes

+14%
Change in grip strength

LEARNNG:  Trial different tools at a small scale 
and carefully consider cost vs. benefit



Qualitative data – across a 
range of stakeholders

LEARNNG:  Narratives matter to both 
understanding and conveying impact

“Oomph! have helped make 
our homes great places to 
live” Mark Greaves, MD of 
Ideal Carehomes

“I keep saying thank you for introducing 
Oomph! I am blown away with the 
changes it’s made to everyone” Oomph 
instructor, Hallmark 

Grace, 102, won’t miss a single Oomph! class - 
whereas previously, she wouldn’t come out of her 
room.  
After a month of attending Oomph! she was able 
to walk a short distance by herself and her 
attitude is far more positive.  
Her family are so pleased with the transformation. 
She even asked for an Oomph! party to celebrate 
her birthday!
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One year of evaluation
What we’ve learnt



Reduce social isolation 
among older people 
By building relationships 
around meal-sharing

More effective 
interventions for adults in 
social care 
By connecting 
practitioners

Better mental health-
related GP visits for 
young people  
By preparing for the 
appointment

Three products undergoing evaluation





Which place us at Level 2 on the Standards of Evidence



1. Embrace the ambiguity

2. Make evaluation everyone’s business





Product 
iteration

Fixed  
outcomes



Decentralised 
structures

Distributed 
structures

Make evaluation everyone’s business



Level 3
Work with external 
experts to design a 
control group.

Level 2
Iterate evaluation plan to 
improve data quality. 
Expand evaluation remit.

What’s next?



Thank you!
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